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“There’s a lot of challenge in trying to figure out how as the player is moving through this, in terms of a story space, how can you 
make a gameplay space out of this and so they can travel through it in an interesting way.” 
 
-- Jeep Barnett, Designer and Engineer, Valve 

	  
 

ABOUT PORTAL 2 
Portal 2 and its predecessor, Portal, are arguably among the most popular games today. Players take the role of Chell, a “test subject” in the 
mysterious Aperture Science facility and attempt to outwit Aperture’s computerized guardian, GLaDOS, and her hazard-filled “test 
chambers” by placing pairs of portals. These portals follow one simple rule: anything that goes into one portal comes out of the other. 
These games are widely admired for their unique puzzles and quirky brand of dark humor. For more information, visit: 
http://bit.ly/cgiportal2 
 
THEME FOR THIS GUIDE: Spatial Awareness 
In Portal 2, portals are used to navigate obstacles filled with deadly hazards inside the mysterious Aperture Science Laboratories. In order to 
escape Aperture Science and GLaDOS, players must apply the laws of physics to move through the game space in unusual ways. 
Developing an understanding of the surrounding environment enhances creativity and sense of self. It provides the player with a deeper 
sense of place when he or she is able to recognize the interconnectedness between space, contexts, identity, and the ways in which one 
engages with the real and virtual worlds.	  
 

WHY USE THIS 
GUIDE? 

In this guide, we invite you to think about the ways Portal 2 challenges players’ spatial awareness. As you play, reflect 
on your experience. How is spatial awareness important in Portal 2? How does playing Portal 2 change the way in 
which you understand the world around you? 
 
Answer  the  ques t ions  be low and add up your  po in ts  when you are  f in i shed !  
 

GAME 
BASICS 

• Make a portal on a high wall and another on the floor then walk through. What happened? What do portals do? [+1] 
• Place a portal directly above you and another below you. What happened and what was different? [+1] 
• Play until you encounter two colors of gels. What do the different gels do? [+1] 
• Use an Excursion Funnel to cross over a large gap. What does an Excursion Funnel do? [+2] 
• Play the game in cooperative mode. What can be done with two players that cannot be done with a single player? [+3] 

THEME 
INSIGHTS 

• The point of Portal 2 is to use portals to reach unreachable places. How do you use momentum and orientation to 
navigate as you solve puzzles in the game? [+2] 

• A portal can afford many different kinds of movement. What maneuver was the most difficult for you? What was 
difficult about it and how did you overcome it? [+2] 

• The popular phrase of Portal 2 is, “think with portals”. What does this phrase mean? How do you find yourself thinking 
this way as you play the game? [+3] 

• In this game the portal gun is not the sole mechanic to moving through space. How do the gels affect how you use 
space? Which ones did you find most useful? [+3] 

WORLD 
CONNECTIONS 

• If you could use one feature of the game in your life, what would it be? How would you use it? [+1] 
• Movement and momentum are two key factors in Portal 2 because of how the portals use them. Why are momentum 

and movement important in understanding how the real world works? [+2] 
• In this game portals are used to show the reality of physics and space through a fictitious device. How does navigating 

in the game affect your thinking about how you use space in the world? [+3] 
• Depending on your skill in spatial awareness, you may have found Portal 2 challenging or easy. How does your sense of 

space influence the way in which you engage with the world around you? [+3] 

 
Bonus Chal l enge :  The Perpetual Testing Initiative expansion (accessible from the Community Test Chamber option in the main menu) 
gives you the ability to create your own test chamber. Using the Perpetual Testing Initiative, design a new test chamber for GLaDOS. 
When you finish, make a screencast to record your testing session. Share the link on the Center for Games & Impact Facebook page at 
http://facebook.com/gamesandimpact.  
 


